
                          

 

                    

                     Retaining Walls 

Brawdy Marine Construction can construct various types of walls 

to retain land and/or water. Material selection depends on the type of 

wall you need and your personal preference. Pressure treated timber or 

vinyl sheet pile walls are the most common, however, we can provide 

stone revetments, decorative poured concrete, and masonry brick, block 

or stone as well.  

Vinyl sheet pilings or pressure treated timbers, and steel H-

beams are the main components of our durable bulkheads.  Other 

materials include deadmen, tie-rods with nuts and washers, front wale, 

backboard, and galvanized steel hardware.  

8" steel H beams are driven until refusal is reached. A pressure 

treated wale and backboard are installed to give our bulkheads stability 

and strength.  The wale and backboard are connected all the way through 

using tie rods, nuts, and washers. The tie rods are fastened to rebar 

rinforced concrete deadmen to provide the H-beams, vinyl sheet piling or 

timbers resistance from falling over. Projects are accessed by a flat 

construction barge allowing all work to be performed on deck.   

Number 1 washed stone is backfilled behind the new bulkhead, 

then the excavation is backfilled with topsoil and compacted to grade.  

To provide scour protection and promote a healthy marine 

environment for all living habitat, Rip Rap stone will be installed at the 

base of the new break wall.  Rip Rap Gabion Stone ranges from 4 inches 

to 8 inches in diameter. 

Drainage weeps allow a controlled one-way groundwater flow 

through the new wall, and because interlocking vinyl sheets or timbers 

can be pulled out and replaced one at a time, they allow for a future in- 

place and in-kind replacement without any lake ward encroachment.   

 

                                                                                      

 

 The above mentioned construction techniques apply under 
normal conditions.  At times, unusual circumstances may not allow us to 
proceed in this manner. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


